CUT-IN REGLET 1" MIN. DEEP, APPLY APPROVED CAULKING AS REQUIRED.

(HEIGHT VARIES, SOPREMA APPROVED PRIOR TO APPLICATION)

(1) PLY SOPREMA ALSAN RS MEMBRANE FLASHING EXTEND 4" (10cm) MIN. HORIZONTALLY ONTO PREPARED & PRIMED STRUCTURAL DECK.

SOPREMA ALSAN RS TOP COAT PIGMENTED FINISH AS SPECIFIED
SOPREMA ALSAN RS FIELD MEMBRANE

ACCEPTABLE CONCRETE SLAB

(1) PLY SOPREMA ALSAN RS MEMBRANE FLASHING EXTEND 8" (20cm) MIN. HORIZONTALLY ONTO MODIFIED BITUMEN ROOF MEMBRANE.

PREPARE, LEVEL & PATCH SUBSTRATE W/ ALSAN RS PASTE OR ACCEPTABLE PATCHING MORTAR PRIOR TO APPLICATION OF SOPREMA ALSAN RS PRIMER & MEMBRANE (TYP.)

ACCEPTABLE FILLER MATERIAL AS REQ. INSTALLED OVER SOPREMA DRAINAGE MAT

SOPREMA ALSAN RS BOND/WEARING COAT W/ BROADCAST QUARTZ SILICA APPLIED OVER MEMBRANE

SOPREMA APPROVED DRAINAGE MAT
SOPREMA BUR OR GRANULATED CAP SHEET MEMBRANE

NOTES:
1. DETAIL TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH SOPREMA GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, APPLICATION METHODS AND APPROVED DETAILS.